All carrot, no stick. Getting teachers to love the accessibility challenge!

Tom Tomlinson & Emily Armstrong, University of Hull

#digifest20
Welcome to our #LegoSeriousPlay session

Aims:
To use Lego to enhance discussions around developing accessible learning materials

Objectives:
• Be familiar with Lego Serious Play (LSP)
• Gain confidence using the bricks as metaphors and develop building and evaluation skills
• Discuss tools and initiatives to support staff engagement with accessibility principles
#LegoSeriousPlay
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#LegoSeriousPlay: Etiquette

The Facilitator sets the question, time line and guides the process

- Your model is your answer to the question
- There are no WRONG answers!
- Think with your hands. Trust your hands.
- Tell the story of your model
- Listen with your eyes as well as your ears
- Everyone builds, everyone tells
Activity 1:

Build a tower!
Activity 2:

Build a Ferrari!
Activity 3:

How do you feel about accessibility?

#LegoSeriousPlay: Etiquette

• Your model is your answer to the question
• There are no WRONG answers!
• Think with your hands. Trust your hands.
• Tell the story of your model
• Listen with your eyes as well as your ears
• Everyone builds, everyone tells
Share your models
(and your thoughts on Twitter…)

@UoHAcademy
#LegoSeriousPlay
#digifest20
Tools

- Universal Design Online content Inspection Tool
- Badgr
- Funkify – Disability simulator
- Silktide – Disability simulator
- Designing for diverse learner’s checklist
- Lego Serious Play Session Plan
Thank you, don’t forget to leave feedback on the session : )